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In view of a rapidly changing environment there is the
need to better understand the response of ecosystems to
global changes of climate and land use. While there are substantial ongoing efforts in monitoring fluxes of carbon (C),
water and nitrogen (N) between ecosystems and their environment (e.g. Baldocchi, 2008; Sutton et al., 2012), there
is still an insufficient understanding of the processes underpinning biogeochemical cycles at the interfaces between atmosphere, plant, soil and microbes. One important field that
deserves increasing attention concerns plant – soil interactions (see also recent special issue, Subke et al., 2012), whose
study has so far been limited by considerable methodological
problems, in particular in terms of the soil compartment.
Stable isotopes are a powerful tool for tracing elements
and for unravelling plant and soil processes as well as their
coupling to the atmosphere at various temporal and spatial scales. Stable isotopes have yielded significant breakthroughs, such as identifying the imprint of biospheric
CO2 fluxes from terrestrial ecosystems on the atmosphere
(using13 C and 18 O), separating autotrophic and heterotrophic
respiration in soils (13 C) and quantifying atmospheric N2 inputs to ecosystems (15 N) and their impact on ecosystem functions (Ciais et al., 1995; Yakir and Sternberg, 2000; Robinson, 2001; Flanagan et al., 2005; Dawson and Siegwolf,
2007; Bowling et al., 2008). Over the last decade, advances
in measurement techniques, e.g. laser spectrometry and compound specific analysis, have enabled scientists to apply stable isotopes to study processes in environmental research in
so far unprecedented resolution and detail.
International efforts to network scientists applying stable isotopes in different earth system science disciplines,
such as COST Action ES0806 Stable Isotopes in Biosphere-

Atmosphere-Earth System Research (SIBAE), resulted in
further advancements of our mechanistic understanding. This
special issue on “Stable Isotopes and Biogeochemical Cycles
in Terrestrial Ecosystems” highlights some of these recent
advances and presents reviews and case studies addressing
the following topics: (1) tracing C from photosynthetic assimilation to respired CO2 , soil organic matter and soil biota,
(2) unraveling and upscaling nitrogen dynamics, (3) analyzing linkages between carbon and water cycles, and (4) applying isotopes for constraining global biogeochemical models.
C allocation is a key process in terrestrial ecosystems,
whose dynamics are still poorly understood but can now
be studied in some detail using isotopic tracers combined
with compound-specific analysis and/or isotope laser spectroscopy (Brüggemann et al., 2011; Epron et al., 2012). The
natural stable carbon and oxygen isotope composition of respiratory substrates and of plant- and soil-respired CO2 follows pronounced diel variations, which typically decrease
from leaves to trunks and roots (Gavrichkova et al., 2011;
Werner and Gessler, 2011). These are most likely determined
by post-photosynthetic fractionation processes as related to
changes in C allocation to different metabolic pathways, and
by a mixing of substrates and of component fluxes (Werner
and Gessler, 2011). In situ pulse labeling experiments on mature trees indicate that the patterns of C allocation to belowground respiration are species-specific and change seasonally depending on the phenology of species (Epron et al.,
2011). Stress, e.g. induced by chronic ozone exposure, can
reduce the allocation of recent photosynthates to stem and
root respiration (Ritter et al., 2011; cf. also Brüggemann et
al., 2011). Long-term tracer application of 13 CO2 by free
air CO2 enrichment (FACE) permits identifying the diurnal
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and seasonal variability of components of soil respiration, including root/rhizosphere respiration and the decomposition
of litter and soil organic matter of two age classes (Taneva
and Gonzalez-Meier, 2011). CO2 emissions from soils not
only reflect biological activity, but also physical processes related to the transport and the dissolution of CO2 . Combining
a tracer experiment with modeling, Gamnitzer et al. (2011)
demonstrate that due to isotopic disequilibria in the soil–
atmosphere system, as caused by modifications of the C isotope composition of the atmosphere or of soil respiration and
as altered by dissolution effects, δ 13 C of CO2 derived from
respiration may strongly differ from that of the CO2 actually
emitted from the soil at a given point of time. This calls for
great care when interpreting δ 13 C from soil CO2 efflux under
nonequilibrium conditions.
13 C labeled litter was successfully applied to study microbial food web dynamics and pathways of litter C losses.
Along a soil chronosequence at a glacier forefield, Esperschütz et al. (2011) found that while incorporation of 13 C
from litter in microbial biomass was pronounced irrespective
of the age of sites, the relative contribution of different microbial groups changed from archea, fungi and protozoa to
bacteria as primary succession progressed. Using labeled litter in a beech forest it was observed, surprisingly, that twig
litter was decomposed at almost the same rate as leaf litter
and released less DOC to the mineral soil, thus potentially
contributing less to soil C storage than leaf litter (Kammer
and Hagedorn, 2011).
Long-term C storage depends not only on C inputs from
photosynthates and litter, but also on carbon stabilization in
soils, whose mechanisms are not easily identified. Kayler et
al. (2011) combined analyzes of δ 13 C and δ 15 N from soil
organic matter fractions along with soil mineral proxies for
soils with different land-use histories. They found that forest soils contained a higher proportion of stabilized C than
arable soils, and that in both soils occluded organo-mineral
complexes were highly protected from microbial processing.
Analyzing the response of C and N isotope composition of
soil organic matter fractions of a tallgrass prairie to experimental warming, Cheng et al. (2011) observed an accelerated
loss of soil N, while soil C remained largely unaffected by
warming.
N isotopes have since long been used to quantify key processes in ecosystem N turnover, such as gross nitrogen mineralization and nitrification (Davidson et al., 1991). Concerning another important aspect of the N cycle, Rütting et
al. (2011) demonstrate that denitrification need not be the
only relevant process for dissimilatory nitrate reduction, but
that dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium may be important as well. At larger scales, Bai et al. (2012) used natural variations in N isotopes, coupled with two models, to
trace global pathways of N loss from land to water and atmosphere and to identify global nitrogen hotspots across natural terrestrial ecosystems. They highlight that tropical regions
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are the major hotspot of nitrogen export from the terrestrial
biosphere.
Finally, the water cycle is an important determinant influencing both C and nutrient cycles. “Water use efficiency”
(i.e. the ratio of C gained versus water lost by a plant or an
ecosystem) is a parameter frequently used for linking C and
water cycles across scales (Werner et al., 2012). It is reflected
both in the C and the O isotope composition of plant tissues
(Scheidegger et al., 2000; Seibt et al., 2008). At the plant
scale, Maguas et al. (2011) suggest for coastal sand dune systems that the variability of predawn water potential, a proxy
of access of plant roots to soil water, and of bulk leaf δ 13 C, a
proxy of water use efficiency integrated over leaf lifetime,
was related to ground water level for deep-rooted species
and phraeatophyte species, but was decoupled for a droughtadapted shrub, highlighting a diverse and species-specific interplay of morphology and physiology for plant responses to
water availability.
Based on a global analysis, Ballantyne et al. (2011)
demonstrate that seasonal values of C isotope composition of
source CO2 to the atmosphere are correlated to vapor pressure deficit rather than atmospheric relative humidity, which
they suggest to be a useful finding for global models and
for choosing an appropriate stomatal conductance model. Finally, Werner et al. (2012) showcase current progress and
opportunities but also emerging challenges in the field of
plant water and carbon relations at different spatio-temporal
scales. In addition, they also discuss pros and cons of recent
technological advancements and their applications in biogeochemical studies.
Thus, highlighting recent studies on carbon, nitrogen and
water cycles in terrestrial ecosystems, this special issue
clearly demonstrates that stable isotopes not only permit an
integration across scales, but also a separation of processes
whose knowledge is essential for understanding and predicting effects of global changes on the biogeochemical cycles
in terrestrial ecosystems.
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